Q3 Inspections = Red

Talking Points for the Week of September 7, 2020

ES&H Execution Plan— Housekeeping
All site personnel are responsible for good
housekeeping. Demonstrate your
commitment by ensuring your crews
practice good housekeeping every day.
To ensure work areas are kept clean:


Avoid debris and rubbish build-up.
Construction sites are hazardous.
Slips, trips, and fall incidents are often
a direct result of poor housekeeping.
Keep walkways clear of tripping
hazards.



Discuss housekeeping during
pre-job and STARRT briefings.
Consider if tasks will generate bulk
combustible materials and how to
prevent fires.









Assign adequate time so good
housekeeping can be maintained.
This may be carried out by workers in
the offices or workshops on site, by a
cleaning contractor, or at the discretion
of management.
Correct poor housekeeping that
could result in the creation of a tripping,
slipping, fire hazard, or loss shall be
corrected immediately.
Run electrical cords overhead
whenever possible. Cords can be
secured to structural steel but not to
snubbers, spring cans, or struts. When
cords cannot be run overhead, secure
and cover them on the floor to prevent
movement. Make sure routed cords
cannot be damaged by traffic in the
building. For example, do not lay
directly over grating. Never use duct
tape to secure cords.
Secure gas cylinders at all times.
They must be capped when not in use.

INCIDENT REVIEW BOARD

Lessons Learned:

Each week, leadership reviews recent
incidents and corrective actions taken.
Here is feedback and direction based on
the incidents reviewed last week.



Live-Dead-Live checks are to be
performed as per site procedures.



LOTO permits are to be checked and
walked down prior to starting
electrical activities.



Significant incident scenes are not to
be disturbed unless authorized by
ES&H manager or designate.



Any change management involving
scope or work, personnel, tools, or
work methodology needs to be
reevaluated and risk assessed to
prevent incidents.



Life Critical/high-risk activities require
extra observation and clearly defined
steps to execute work activities
safely.



Treat all systems as live/energized
and perform a complete analysis.

Finger laceration
A worker
sustained a
laceration to the
left middle finger
while inserting a new blade into a Wiss
auto-retracting knife. After completing the
first phase of the cable pull, the injured
worker decided to replace blade on a
Wiss utility knife. The worker pulled a
replacement blade from the knife’s
housing and attempted to slide it into
place. The blade would not properly seat
and resisted going in. The worker used
excessive force and their left hand
slipped across the top of the blade. The
knife with the partially seated blade
contacted the top of their finger resulting
in treatment beyond first aid.

2020 Key Results

Lessons Learned:




Do not use force to insert or apply
tool accessories. Stop, re-evaluate
and re-attempt as needed.
Employees are to request tool
specifications, guidelines,
instructions and if applicable, training
for new or unfamiliar tools.

Safety

GOAL: Zero life-altering injuries
2020 Life-altering injuries: 0 2020 TRIR: N/A
2020 Recordable Incidents: 41 In September: 1

Production
8/30 A

Electric shock
A worker was
preparing to terminate
cables inside the LC
SC3-ECS-EK-41-3B
bucket in the Unit 3
Turbine Building room
20501. The injured
worker contacted the adjacent energized
2B termination lug with the back of their
right upper arm receiving an electrical
shock when attempting to condition a
cable on the adjacent termination point.

U3

93.8%

U4

70.2%

BOP

86.1%

TTL

83.4%

Cost Performance Index (CPI)

GOAL: <1.10 CPI
Period ending 8/30: 1.51 Cumulative: 1.31

Talking Points, continued
SAFETY
Managing gas lines

Managing compressed gas lines in the
field is extremely important. Regulators
are to be closed and hoses disconnected
at the end of each shift. All compressed
gas lines are required to have quick
disconnect fittings installed.

Stay hydrated
When you are in the heat, you
lose the important fluids and
nutrients that keep your body
operating at full capacity.
Remember that thirst is not an
effective way to gauge
hydration. Make sure you are drinking
water before work, during work, and after
work to stay hydrated.

This week’s nuclear safety behavior



There is uncertainty, confusion, or
doubt about the accuracy or adequacy
of a task.

ENVIRONMENTAL



Faced with an unusual, uncertain. or
unfamiliar situation.



Conflicts or inconsistencies are
identified with our work plans,
procedures, or instructions.



You have a “gut feeling” that something
isn’t exactly right.



You hear danger words like “I guess,”
“I think,” “maybe,” or “not sure.”



You encounter situations that are
outside of the approved work scope.

Follow these requirements from CP-225
and best management practices:

Mobile equipment
The majority of the time, mobile
equipment (generators, welding
machines, etc.) can be operated around
site without a containment. A containment
must be used if the equipment is:



Label all hoses at the regulator and
each connection with the owner’s
name and contact information.



Positioned near a storm drain,
ditches, wetland areas, or other
environmentally sensitive areas.



Remove and properly store hoses
that are no longer needed.



Being refueled.





Inspect hoses at the start of each
shift. Connections must be leak
checked initially and periodically
thereafter.

If a leak is discovered, while making
arrangements to move equipment.





Discuss hose management during
the STARRT process and ensure
they are addressed on the Card.
Ensure hoses are suspended
properly with S hooks/tree stands.



Disconnect regulator and/or hose
at end of each shift.



Make sure the areas around the
gas manifolds are clear and free of
debris to allow quick access in the
event of an emergency.



Ensure supervisors walk down
work areas at the end of each shift
to confirm all gas is shut off and
regulators and/or hoses are
disconnected.

Questions? Contact your supervisor or
your area ES&H representative.
Stay focused
While at work, stay engaged and focused
on the task at hand. A lack of focus could
quickly lead to a serous incident or injury.
Stay vigilant in everything you do and
help each other out if you see someone
losing focus.

Notify the mechanics immediately if a leak
is discovered, then contact Bechtel
Environmental to assist with cleanup.
Contact Bechtel Environmental with
any questions or concerns.

HEALTH
National Suicide Prevention Week
National Suicide Prevention week is
September 6-12. We reflect as a team on
those who have been affected by the
tragedy of suicide. Suicide can be
prevented and you can help by taking the
following actions:






Know the signs: Recognize what
signs to look for among your friends,
family, and coworkers. You can signs
at save.org.
Find the words: Open the dialog by
asking direct questions about your
concerns. For example, “Are you ok?”
Reach out: Be familiar with available
resources, and know when to seek
further assistance.

If you are in emotional distress, contact
the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at
(800) 273-8255. Trained counselors are
available 24 hours, seven days a week.

Stop when unsure
We know that any condition that affects
design or quality is a valid reason to stop
and ask for help. We use this behavior
whenever:

Stopping when unsure to get help is just
one of the ways we ensure quality
workmanship and strict compliance with
requirements that supports nuclear safety.
Dropped objects (Aug. 28—Sept. 3)
By POTENTIAL severity ranking

0

Could have resulted in death

0

Could have been lost-time incident

2

Could have been recordable incident

1

Could have been first aid

Power Through It
Successful teams are aligned around a
common purpose, vision, and goal.
What is one of your team’s common goals?

COVID-19 Reminder
COVID testing on site
If you test positive for COVID-19, at the
end of your 14-day isolation, you must go
to the building 140 medical clinic to be
screened before entering the site. The
medical clinic will issue a return-to-work
clearance slip that you must give to your
supervisor so they know you are cleared to
return to work.

People-Based Safety—Weekly Update
U3 PBS Meetings:
Tuesdays
ASB, Section 8, CR 5

BOP PBS Meetings:
Wednesdays
Bldg.142, Craft CR

U4 PBS Meetings:
Tuesdays
Bldg.124 Craft CR

Indirects PBS Meetings:
Thursdays
Bldg.142 Craft CR

D: 0700–0800; N: 2030–2130

D: 0800–0900

D: 0900–1000; N: 1900–2000

D: 1300–1400

Observed this week

1,165
Craft observed out of

4,040
Observable craft

Behavior

Join PBS
% Safe

Impact our Safety culture!

PPE

98.3%

Body Mechanics

98.4%

PBS reduces safety incidents through peer-on-peer
observation and no-name, no-blame coaching. Craft
meet regularly to give input on how to improve safety.

Housekeeping

97.8%

Next PBS Volunteer Training Sessions

Job Planning

99.4%

Job Factors

95.7%

Vehicles

93.8%

Night Shift
When

Day Shift

Sept. 16, 1930 to 2330

Where Bldg. 199A

When

Sept. 17, 0800 to 1200

Where

Hazard Learning
School

578 PBS observation cards completed last week

POC: Gunny Evans, (762) 225-8917

Top at-risk behaviors from last week

PBS member stats

Here are the top three non-compliance behaviors
observed by PBS team members:


Driver using mobile device while driving
Drivers should pull over and shut their vehicle off before
using any mobile device. According to dmv.org, 26
percent of all mobile accidents are a result of cell phone
use. Do not use your PTT, radio, or cell phone while
driving vehicles, gators, ATVs, or buggies.



Barricades not complete/tagged
Barricades should be complete, tagged properly, and have
proper access points to protect the crews working in the
area and anyone passing by.



Combustible material not controlled
Combustibles can ignite from even a small spark if left
unprotected. Ensure that combustible materials are
covered in fire blanket or removed from the area.

Subcontractor membership
Contractor
API
CB&I
CSM
Custom Arc
ECA
FD Thomas
FE Moran
Mistras
Morgan
PCI
SSMI
Thompson
Transco
Vulcan
Williams
Wood
TOTAL

Members
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
1
4
2
1
2
4
5
0
24

+/-1
-2
-2
-2
-2
-1
-2
+1
-1
+2
0
-1
0
+2
+3
-2
-8

PBS Membership/Goal
Team
Unit 3 Days
Unit 4 Days
Unit 3 Nights
Unit 4 Nights
BOP
COS

Members
23
6
6
4
8
12

Goal
75
48
39
14
13
28

Deficit
-52
-42
-33
-10
-5
-16

Total

59

217

-158

Safety incidents from last week
Congrats to the following teams for having
ZERO incidents this week:







U3 Radwaste– 3 weeks in a row
U3 Anx
U4 Shield
U4 Indirects
COS– NOI6 & NOI7 Fab shops, MAB —
4 weeks in a row
COS– Heavy Life, Cranes & Equip,
Tool Cribs/Lofts, & Warehouse

(1) Recordable
8/26/2020 11400 Deck-Area 4
(38)-First Aid
9/4/2020 140' EL SE
9/3/2020 Crane Bay
9/3/2020 Q-Line rm. 12506 135'
9/3/2020 On top of CB20

U3 Containment

U3 Turbine
U3 Turbine
U4 Auxiliary
FNMs
COS (Temp Power, Batch Plant,
9/3/2020 171 Bldg
Facilities & Services)
9/3/2020 U4 Annex Area 2
Subs/Vendors
9/3/2020 155' EL I-Line
U4 Auxiliary
9/3/2020 N Aux 117' rm. 12404 U3 Auxiliary
9/2/2020 100' EL
U4 Auxiliary
9/2/2020 Ready Roof Fab Shop U4 Auxiliary
9/2/2020 Area 3-Roof
U4 Annex Bldg/Rad
9/2/2020 Area 3-Roof
U4 Annex Bldg/Rad
9/2/2020 NI4 Lunch Tent
Subs/Vendors
9/1/2020 Trench Box 671
BOP
9/1/2020 Blast Wall-Unit 4
BOP
9/1/2020 Phase 4 Excavation
BOP
9/1/2020 Rm. 12256-U3 Auxiliary Subs/Vendors
9/1/2020 U4 SWS Tunnel- 100' Subs/Vendors
9/1/2020 Unknown
U4 Containment
9/1/2020 170' Deck
U3 Turbine
8/31/2020 Rm. 206
U4 Auxiliary
8/31/2020 120' EL
U3 Turbine
8/31/2020 170' EL
U3 Turbine
8/31/2020 120' EL
U3 Turbine
8/31/2020 CB 20 Roof
U3 Shield
8/31/2020 Rm. 12363
U3 Auxiliary
8/31/2020 Rm. 12406
U3 Auxiliary
8/27/2020 120' EL
U3 Turbine
COS (Temp Power, Batch Plant,
8/30/2020 Bldg. 141B
Facilities & Services)
8/30/2020 140' EL-Area 5
U3 Turbine
8/29/2020 Hot Machine Shop
U3 Containment
8/28/2020 South Aux
U4 Auxiliary
8/28/2020 Walk path of ASB
FNMs
8/28/2020 Heavy Haul Road
BOP
COS (Temp Power, Batch Plant,
8/28/2020 Phase 8
Facilities & Services)
8/28/2020 411 Hallway-U3 Aux
Subs/Vendors
8/28/2020 F-Tent/W Corner
Subs/Vendors
8/28/2020 NOI5
(5)-Property Damage
(5)-Near Miss
(1)-Environmental
9/3/2020 Road by 157 bldg
(3)-Life Critical Violation

Foreign body eye-using Dremel tool on tube steel-09.01.2020Reclassified to OSHA Recordable

Electrical Welder

Day

Heat related-sweeping
Back strain-loading full water kegs into basket
Shoulder strain-slipped while climbing on rebar wall
Hand/buttocks contusion/abrasion-same level fall

Laborer
Laborer
Carpenter
FNM

Night
Night
Night
Day

Knee contusions -same level fall
Forearm. abrasion-struck against latch hook on gangbox
Heat related-installing panels
Finger contusion-caught between torque wrench & support
Knee strain-tripped over a piece of 2" sprinkler pipe
Knee strain-descending stairs & knee gave way
Heat related-bolting up structural steel
Heat related-bolting up structural steel
Insect Bite/Sting Arm.-exiting lunch tent
Back strain-pulling wire
Heat related-unknown
Knee strain-exiting excavation
Arm. contusion-struck by pelican hook of co-worker
Insect Bite/Sting Arm.-prepping area for coatings
Foreign body eye-welding & grinding
Lip abrasion-fall from EL-fall arrest engaged
Back strain-carrying water kegs
Insect sting/bite-installing conduit
Ankle sprain-rolled on a piece of dunnage
Thumb sprain-tightening 1/2" nut on bolt
Ankle sprain-twisted ankle on piece of plywood
Foreign body Eye-removing Vader mask after grinding
Knee strain-crawling to work area
Heat rash-building supports & trays

Laborer
FD Thomas Painter
Carpenter
Pipefitter
Electrician
Form. Carpenter
Ironworker
Ironworker
FD Thomas Painter
Electrician
Scaffold Carpenter
Electrician
Williams Painter
FD Thomas Painter
Ironworker
Scaffold Carpenter
Laborer
Electrician
Pipefitter
Electrician
Ironworker
Pipefitter
Electrician
I&C Steamfitter

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Night
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Night
Day
Day
Day
Day
Night
Night
Night
Day

Knee & Hand Contusions-Same level fall
Laborer
Foreign Body Eye-passing scaffold material to a co-worker
Scaffold Carpenter
Back Strain-carrying conduit to work area
Electrician
Back Strain-carrying a water keg down the stairs with a co-worker Laborer
Ankle sprain-rolled ankle stepping from concrete to gravel path
FNM
Foreign Body Eye-windy conditions when exiting facilities
Pipefitter

Day
Night
Night
Day
Day
Day

Teamster
Day
PCI Insulator
Day
Williams Carpenter Day

SNC Subs/Vendors

Shoulder strain-struck against chute of concrete truck
Back strain-carrying buckets of HDSE to work area
Neck strain-lifting & adjusting a piece of Promatect
Neck contusions- struck by bottom rail while putting hardware on
fence

BOP

~1 gallon of de-greaser was released to the soil.

Not Applicable

8/25/2020 140' EL

U4 Turbine Bldg/Diesel

8/24/2020 140' EL

U3 Turbine

8/21/2020 Rm. 12504
(4)-Assessments

U3 Auxiliary

An RCC scaffold carpenter was observed entering a confined
space without authorization & prior to a complete entry perm.
An RCC scaffold carpenter was observed performing scaffold
modifications without maintaining 100% tie-off.
An RCC electrician was observed accessing a yellow tagged
scaffold without maintaining 100% tie-off or fall protection.

Williams Ironworker Day

Day

Scaffold Carpenter Night
Scaffold Carpenter Day
Electrician

Day

Safety Alert
Metabo® Grinder Configuration Requirements
August 29, 2020

***ACTION*** All field supervisors are required to review this alert with their work groups and obtain
signatures for those present for the briefing. Completed sign-in sheets shall be returned to ES&H. Those work
groups identified as users of Metabo grinders shall include this alert into their weekly JHA reviews. Field supervision
shall increase inspections to ensure compliance is achieved.
Improper Metabo Configuration
During an incident investigation involving a Metabo grinder, it was discovered the employee involved in the incident
had improperly configured the tool for the task being performed. Further investigation into the incident raised
questions about the configuration requirements with the varying types of grinding wheels provided by the project.
As a result, field inspections were performed in multiple areas and it has been determined the there is a knowledge
gap on proper Metabo configurations. The compatibility of project supplied grinding wheels/brushes was also
assessed. On August 26, a Senior Metabo Representative visited the Vogtle 3 & 4 Project to review our extent of
conditions and provide recommendations on our path forward.
Grinding operations regularly occur on the Vogtle 3 & 4 Project and pose several significant hazards to the grinder user
and those working in close proximity. All employees utilizing grinders must understand the type of wheel required to
perform their task and know how to properly configure the wheel to the grinder to ensure safe and compliant operation. If
you are not certain your grinder, or any tool selected, is configured correctly you are required to stop your work
immediately and seek resolution from your supervisor.

Jon Caputo
Bechtel Manager of Environmental, Safety & Health
David Keech
SNC Vogtle 3&4 Safety and Health Manager

Please note these terms as we discuss
the issues for resolution.
Figure 1 illustrates a grinder guard (18),
the clamping flange (22) and the flange
nut (21).

Figure 1

Figure 2 illustrates the types of grinding
wheels provided by the project. At the
top is a Type 1 7/8” arbor cutting wheel.
Bottom left is a Type 27 screw on 5/8”
arbor grinding wheel. Bottom right is a
Type 27 7/8” arbor combo wheel.
Figure 2

Level 3 - Bechtel Internal and Selected External Distribution

Clamping
Flange
Figure 3

Figure 4

Figures 3 and 4 – Illustrate the use of a 5/8” arbor screw on grinding wheel with the “Clamping Flange”
installed. Please note the grinding wheel is not adequately covered the by the grinding guard. Inadequate
coverage from the guard can result in serious injury should wheel separation occur and does not properly
contain or direct sparks and debris during operation. This improperly configured grinder puts the user
and others at increased risk of foreign bodies to the eyes, deep cuts, entanglement with rotating
equipment, and increased risk of fires.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figures 5 and 6 – Illustrate the use of a 5/8” arbor screw on grinding wheel without the “clamping flange”
installed. Please note the grinding wheel is adequately covered the by the grinding guard.

Level 3 - Bechtel Internal and Selected External Distribution

Not
Compatible
Figure 7

Figure 8

Figures 7 and 8 - Illustrate when the clamping flange is to be used with Type 27 grinding wheels and
when it is not compatible. Please note the clamping flange is only to be used when the flange nut is
required to secure the grinding wheel.

Raised flange of the flange nut in
the outward position for use on
TYPE 1 wheels.

Figure 9
Figure 9 - Illustrates a Type 1 cutting wheel with both the flange nut and clamping flange installed.
***IMPORTANT NOTE*** Please note the orientation of the flange nut. Type 1 wheels, especially while
cutting, must be configured in this manner to prevent wheel separation during a kick back event. This
configuration allows the wheel to spin should it become pinched or jammed, minimizing the chance of
wheel separation.

Level 3 - Bechtel Internal and Selected External Distribution

Raised flange of the flange nut in
the inward position for use on
TYPE 27 wheels.

Figure 10
Figure 10 - Illustrates a Type 27 grinding wheel with both the flange nut and clamping flange installed.
***IMPORTANT NOTE*** Please note the orientation of the Flange Nut. Type 27 grinding wheels should
be configured in this manner to properly secure the wheel.

Level 3 - Bechtel Internal and Selected External Distribution

METABO GRINDER MEETING ATTENDANCE RECORD
Date of meeting:
Time of meeting:
Meeting Name:
Location:
No.

SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

CONTACT EMAIL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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